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Modern defence planning es eci 11
f

of larger forces in case of emergencya It involves keepingionour full potential defence forces adjustable and flexible enough, .,to keep step.~rith developments in which we.may be involveda. . . . . . , jR .. . .

This process calls for steady, persistent and stable
preparation and planningo From time to time reports to thenation are issued by the Department of National Defence . These Jendeavour to inform the taxpayer of the important stages of ourdefence programme, as they are completedTheir cumulative effect
ie under regular review b th D

Canada,
is a continuous process of developing fightingforces~e

which will be the nucleus for the trainin d

y e epartment.

The factors in our programme are s

y. s son Baldxin rias said s

" pm 9 pro tion
(4) The national econamy and the extent to ~rhich it can

be diverted to non-productive defence output . -
(5) Developing plans for co-operation v~ith other democracie s

to meet attack on our western communitya _

Defence today depends on industry . The industrial 1power of North America was the ultimate reason for the defeat of
Nazi German A Han

(3)_ Equipment - research .. develo ent d ~

(1) Manpower
(2) Training programmes

he factories of America9 the industria l
know-how of America, and the mechanical
competence of America .a . won the war ."

gges e
the formation of this Association and I r ►as glad to welcome this
at your first meeting a year ago . Since then you have made -
satisfactory progress .

In Canada wé have made Defence Research a fourth arm ;
industry is the fifth and on it depends all the rest,

~ .,•,

Recognizing this, ranking service officers su t d

There is no need here to stress the importance of
industrial organization for defence purposes and I propose to
deal specifically with all the main aspects of industrial def ence
planning . In doing so you will see that for convenience ï frequently
use illustrations from the Army but it should be remenbered tha tthe Navy and Air Force present problems of even greater difficulty



because
tanks .

t takes longer to make ships or planes than it does

The importance of industrial and technical develop-
ment is strongly reflected in the changed position of the Armed „
Forces . In the Army, the Engineers, Signals, Service Corps,
Ordnance Corps and RCE~dE have today a total of over 8,50 0
officers and men and employ a total of 10,000 civilians . Ordnance
has the three largest depots of their kind in Canada and I think <
you have been impressed today with xhat you have seen of the
Rork done at Longue Pointe . . Ordnance handles 216,000 different
articles . RCE3~ operates 28 workshops ; . .each well squipped for
the job it has to do . Signals operates 34,000 miles of modern
radio teletype services . Its 22 stations eupply all th e
communications in the NorthWest Territories and it .ai so operates
6 radio stations there . The three Services have in use or in
mobilization stores about 25,000 motor vehicles . The Transport
Command of the R.C .A .F . operates 14 regular long distance services
a Week.

, . ' . ,

Tô provide officers of the high quality z°equired "today,`
Canada has in full operation a comprehensive training programme .
1!e have over 3,500 officers or officer candidates in trainin g
to a general level of university graduate standard, who will have
a year of practical experience in the w ork of their service . In
proportion to population no other country has no many officers
training to such standards . .

_ In all these respects we are in quite a different ' . _
"position from where we xere in 1939 . Also, we have a-largé part,'
probably two-thirds, of the equipment that would be required for
the forces during the first year of an emergencye While th e
productive capacity of industry was increased 60% during the war
and more since, practically all of that productive capacity is norr
at wrk to meet civilian needs . Large scale defence needs could
only be met by diverting men and materials from production for
civilian uses and to make the necessary conversion at a time of full
employment would require planning and organizing capacity of the
highest order. -

Qa this account, the work of your organization and the
Industrial Defence Board is of great national importance .

You have recognized this by your participation in this .'
tirork and your presence here tonight . At your request, and in "
appreciation of your interest, I propose to give as full and
frank a state:nent of all the main questions relating tp industrial
organization as I can . You will appreciate sar.e of the difficulties
I am in with regard to this . Now let me suggest what can be attemp-
ted in the way of overcaming these difficulties . The best course
seeans to me to put down a numbor of questions and then give the
answers . You can judge how easy thïs is when you hear the first
question .

. r ., .

1. llill `there be war T

Ansxers

Since the war, the Soviet's manifest intention to carry
on the aggressive promotion of comraunism .everywhere by all means
short of iaunediate war has challenged every sensible people who
want to stay free to look to their defences .' Canada, like'the
United States, is vitally interested that likemminded nations
pool their strengths as the best way to prevent and if necessary
to stop aggression.
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Obviously, as Western Union becomes stronger» any

chance that there might be of the Soviet Union winning an -

aggressive war will become lesso The Soviet Union has pressed

her efforts to drive the United States, Britain and France out
of Berlin. It is 'this effort and the willingness to run the

risks which it involves that has added tension to the present '°-
situation. I don9t believe that the Russian people or even the "
Soviet leaders want war today; but their intransigent attitude
has increased its possibilityo Even if the situation in Berlin

should improve, there will be other points of tension and difficulty

until the Russians begin to s eek the welfare of their peopl e
rather than the extension of their power . llar is not inevitable -
of course it isnat - but neither is peace inevitable, and until '
the chances of peace improvea we have got to prepare to defend
outselves .

2 . How i s defence planning carried on in Canada ?

Answerz

The responsibility for overall policy with regard to
external relations and defence rests in the Cabinet o

There is a standing coaunittee on Defence which reports
to the Cabinet as a wholed The Defence Committee is presided

over by the Prime Minister with the Minister of National Defence

as Vice-Chairman and the Ministers of Trade and Commerce (that
is Munitions and Si.ipply), Finance and External llffairs o

It meets every two or three weeks and deals with '
major questions of policy and planningo It is attended by the
Chiefs of Staff (including the Chairman of the Defence Research
Board) and the Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs,
the Deputy Minister of Finance and the Secretary of the Cabinet s

The Chiefs of Staff Cammittee deals with questions
of planning and operations . Each year ~t presents a joint
appreciation, plan and implementation programme of what should
be done in the next fiscal year .

This planning has in mind long as well as short-range
possibilities . . It is subject to review throughout the year
in the light of the changing situation a

lfe have other topmlevel co¢nmittees to deal with major
administrative problems, with personnel matters and with problems
of supply and equipment . pithin this set~up we have combined
many of the functions of the three services ai d taken action `
to avoid overlapping and produce comordinationo Canada ha s
gone further in unification than any country but the organization
is subject to constant examination with a view to improvement .

4. Rhat i s the role of the Industrial Defence Board?

Answerz

The Board was appointed by the Governor=in~Council on
April 20, 1948, "to advise the Government of Canada and the
Minister of National Defence on all matters relating to the
industrial war potential of Canada ; to prepare and keep up
to date a plan for industrial production in the event of war ;
to arrange for such liaison between the naval, military and air
forces of Canada, the Canadian Ordnance Association, Canadian
Arsenals Limited ai d other agencies and industries as will
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ensure an understanding of defence needs and the active co-
operation required to meet such needsp to encourage the standar- :
dization of specifications and industrial practices ; to ad-
vise on the location of industries and on the development, - .
procurement, inspection, storage and distribution of material
and equipment and the maintenance of reserve stocks ; end. to
take such action in respect of other matters as may be rem
quested by the Governormin-Council or the Yinister of National
Defence."

It will be seen that its functions are advisory, .
not executive . One main job is to advise on the plaa ning of -! s
procurement. That it is a job of the utmost importance is :-
shown by the willingness of leaders of industry to giv e
their help as members of the Board or of its committees ._ .

5. How will procurement be organized g

Answerp

At the close of the war, as the Department of Munitions
and Supply was gradually demobilized, its records, its procedures
and a good many of its key personnel were formed into the Canadian
Commercial Corporation which is a government agency reporting
to the 1[inister of Trade and Commerce . The Canadian Commercial
Corporation does all the purchasing for the Navy, Army and Air '-
Force and for several other government departments .

Ae believe that purchasing is a special function which
should be carried out by one agency so that the Services do not
compete with each other for goods which are already scarce. Con-
sequently, it is believed that the best way to deal with procurement
in the event of an emergency would be through a departaent of .:
government under a oeparate minister like the Department of :
Munitions and Supply and operated in very much the same way .
The nucleus for this Department would be in the present Depart-
ment of Trade and Commerce and the main lines of its-organiza-
tion are being considered ,

The advice of the Industrial Defence Board is being
sought on- this organization . Re hope to receive from the I .D .B.
lists of "skeleton" or "shadow" personnel needed to operate
such a departaent from the moment when it is decided that it
is to get going . I daresay the naines of a great number of
people in -this room would be on thoae lists . Like you I hope
we may never again be faeed with an emergency . However, should
it re-occur in our tinte, then I expect many of you will be there
and some successor of mine at the end of a third world conflict
will be expressing the appreciation which I am noR doing for
what you did during the Second Aorld 71é~r . . :_ a

6 . How will procurement be planned l

Answer=

Planning canat be done in a vacuum and planning which
is unrealistic is dangerous . Democracies are more efficient
than dictatorships - they produce more goods at lower cost -
because the highest efforts of individuals or business are
usually voluntary efforts, This doesn4t mean at all that there
should be no planning but our planning must be designed to tell '
us ~ _
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What things we should do first in order t o

lrhat are the most urgent needs ?

meet those needs
?How and when and by whom those first thing s

should be done ?

lfe decided that what was needed was first of al l
an indication of the size and composition of the forces t,hat
would be employed during the first year after the outbreak of'
war or after the start of a full allmout effort after a state
of emergency has been declared .

Ne made detailed schedules of what the Navyfl the Army
and the Air Force w~uld need in the first yearg we then saw
what we had, made subtractionsa and the result was the xnet
requirements we xould need . These schedules have been prepared
in complete detail down to the number of every article of every
type of equipment and spare part . Since the figure has no
military significanceD I csa tell you that the total number of
items required for the Army alone will be 171,381,981, and that
doesn't include spare parts .

Of these, we have on issue or in mobilization stores
62,045,595 . The numbers show strikingly the size of the job
but the proportion we have on hand is not in itself signif icant
because we might have (or be short) all the tanks and heavy gtins and
be short ( or have) all the handkerchiefs or shirts . Some of
these "pipntom" or ashadow" orders have already been delivered and
the rest are on the way to our purchasing agent, the Canadian
Comnercial Corporation .

It will be up to the C .C .Ca to "place* these orders in
the sense of finding out howD when and by whom this requirement
could be obtained if orders were actually placeda Some of them
will be for equipment that is regularly manufactured for service
or civilian use and about which C .CoCo requires no special
information to give us the answers o

On the other articles9 CoCoCo will look to the L'
Industrial Defence Board for advice as to howa when and by '
whom this equipment can be procured . llhere the article cannot
be produced with existing productive capacity in Canada, it will
ask what modifications or substitutes are suggested9 what
additional productive capacity in machinery or personnel would
be needed, what arrangements should be made with the United
Hingdom or the United States so as to arrive at sources of supply
that will be as certain, as quick and as economical as possible .

I understand that the Industrial Def ence Board will

take the lists of requirements furni~isd and discuss them through

its own officers and working committees with representative .
industries . It is a big job but it is the oniy way we know to '
plan realistically.

7. 1►i11 the government "stockpile" strategic materials in
short supply ?

Answer r

As you would expect, consideration has been given

to the advisabllity of buying and storing quantities of

strategic materials which might be in short supply in the event

of a war . In the supply of materi4ls, Canada is one of the most

fortunate countries as we have a surplus of a great many strategic
materials and are in fact the largest exporters of nickel, asbestos



and base metals . . There is e relatively small number of materials
of which we would be short . They would probably include chrome,

manganese, tin, antimony, quartz crystals and possibly others . There

are, I understand, possible Canadian sources of some of these and
we might qbtain supplies of others even during a war through trading
our surpluses of scarce metals . However, we have been assessing
the situation regarding these materials and have asked the Industrial
Defence Board for advice concerning them . The enquiry on the pro-
curement of requirements will develop information which will be most
useful in assessing shortages .

Rubber is another material of crucial importance . llhile
the crown company, Polymer Limited, produces e'rtificial rubber, we
should need natural rubber and the Industrial Defence Board is L{
advising on a plan whereby sufficient stores of this could be ob- "
tained and turned over by indus try0

8 . Nhat about steel ?

Answers -

The most important single factor governing the extent
of Canada's defence preparedness and war potential is steel .
Canada, like every other nation, is short of steel . Rhere during
the six years of war, the United States increased her steel pro-r''
duction by 70 per cent and the United Hingdom just about held her
oKn, Canada increased her production by 97 per cent, and yet in
peacetime our own production is still perhaps 50 per cent short of
what we need . To make steel needs coal, iron ore and plant which
itself would take a large amount of steel .

With our present day steel shortage we cannot even
satisfy all our civilian requirements . The steel needed to -
build the Arctic ice breaker for the Navy or other weapons of
war must subject our supply to even greater strain. -`

. C;

Because of the equipment we have on hand, our peak
requirements for steel would not occur during the first year s
and it would be possible to meet at least the most urgent needs
during this period by diversion . By that time, however, other
countries-might be looking to us for equipment, further in-
creasing the deinand for steel .

The situation is such that serious consideration must
be given to the question of building additional capacity . llith
the development of the country we can look f orward to if there
is no war, it would appear as if a reasonable expansion of steel
production would be in the interest of the country for peacetim e
as well as defence ,purposes .

9. llhat about trained manpower requirements Z

Answenk

In the modern armed forces more than half the personnel

are highly trained specialists or tradesmen . The three Services

have schedules of the kirids of skills - the number pf açiditional

carpenters, mechanics and wireless operators - t2t would be

required . These are geing given to the Department of I,about,

which will consider them in con,junction with the ordinary and

extraordinary needs of the civilïan economy and then seek the

adz-ice of the Industrial Defence Board on w hat can be dou e
to mee± this need so as to leave as small a proportion as
possible to be trained after the emergency is declared .



Mr. Carmichael has expressed to me hie belief that
industry can help by developing additional skills and trainingfacilities .

10. llhat is being done about the standardization of material and
component specifications ! _

Answer r

During the first and second world wars the Canadisa forcesgenerally used equipment of British design, some of which we made
and some pf which was obtained from Britain . Seventy per cent of
the vast supplies of materials we made was used by other countries .
This Hyde Park Agreement of April 1941 .accelerated the movement
towards the integration of the industrial and economic potential s
of Nqtth America, Generally speaking, it is not economical for us
to make many items of equipment just for our own needs - the run is
tOo small . We must devote our productive capacity to those things
which we can do best and exchange our surpluses for th3aigs we need .
This implies interchangeabilityp which in turn requires atandaràiza-
tion.

We all know that during the Rrar .delays which,s.eemed almost endless
were caused by our producing weapons to British design and t o
British component and material specificationsé We had to make major
adaptations . A major achievement of Canadian skill was the adop-
tion of British design radar to North American standards .

Altogether, war-won experience taken together with our
position as a great manufacturing and trading nation gives Canada
a vital interest in standardization . Just as important as the
Standardization of the design of weapons, perhaps more important,
is the standardization of screw-threads, electric and electronic
parts, metal components, and the like .

Apart entirely from defenee considerations, standar-
dization of these matters would reduce ^osts and promote trade .
Standardization of this kind has been pressed forward during the

last thirty years by the Canadian Standards Associations supported

b7 the Canadian Arsenals Limited, representing the Armed Forces .
The main target has been screw-threads . I eta glad to say that we
are close to an agtpement on a standard screw-thread o

Progress is being made with regard to other similar
matters . Nothing is being left undone to press forward work in
this field,

11. Nhat progress is being made in the standardization of weapons
and equipment types ?

Answer :

Because of our close relations with Britain and the United
States, Canada is vitally interested in standardization of design .
There is no obstacle in Canadaa But as you know, this is not easy
to bring about . Yuch as one would like to do itr no one is going to
scrap serviceable rifles in order to adopt the o300 calibre and the
rimless eartridge . In the Canadian Army we have a eomplete schedule
of the weapons in respect of which we are prepared to adopt American
designs .

1►hen and how this canbe done is being worked aty while it
can't be done easily, it can°t be done too qaickly.
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One field for standardization of great and urgent im-
portance is the standardization of types and parts of motor
vehieles . At the present time we have something like 25a000
motor vehicles in the armed forces and they are of 350 dlfferent
series requiring a number of different sets of spare parts . No,
27 Ordnance Depot at London has 118,000 different spare parts for
motor vehieles . 1►ith the Americans we have been adopting the
neutral number system under which we have been giving in addition
to the manufacturers9 catalogue number, a neutral number to all
parts that are common to more than one ear . This has resulted
in a reduction in the number of parts by more than 17DO0On One
part -"washers loek apring" is made by 23 prime manufacturers .
end used by 155 suppliers . Incidentally we found that an,other ..
part was made by 11 different manufacturers which quoted price s
for it varying from $2,10 to $12 .00 for the same interchangeable
part. _

Standardization of design is being carried on'directly
between each service . It has sometimes been possible for a service
of one country to make greater progress with its opposite number than
two services of the same country are able to make together .

As Canada would only be fighting in close association
with either British or American forces, we are therefore taking
steps to familiarize our men with the techniques of both . This
is not as difficult as it sounds . I am .told that a good gunner
accustomed to British design equipment can become prof icient with
American equipment in under a weeko More thsfl half our planes
and some of our artillery are of American design .

. . . t- . :
Moreover, w e have adopted much the same communication '

systems, battle proeedure and battle orders . lqe have had so much
exchange of personnel and information that there would be little ;
or$anizational difficulty in working together in tactical co-
operation .

JC good deal of general eeuipm':nt such as clothing and shoes
and some vehicles and weapons and practically all equipment fo r
use in the Artic is of Canadian design, If large scale production
were needed this would be no doubt accepted by the other co-operating
countries, for we make available to thesa the results of our work
there .

12 . llhat is to be done about industrial defence planning with the
United States ?

Answers

This was planned in the continuation of joint defenee arrange-
ments announced in the Prime Minister°s statement on February 12 ,
1947 . Üntil recently neither country has placed orders for any
considerable quantity of defence materials and planning had not ad-
vanced to the stage where peacetime defence needs c ould be aecurately
foreshadowed. Now t hat the United States and Canada are simultaneously
surveying requ iresnents and procurement capacity, we are t~kJ .ng steps
to work out arrangements to plan and carry out the logical utiliza-
tion of the resources of both countries .

13 . llhs.t is being done about the developMent of new weapons
and to maintain or increase productive capacity necessary
to meet strategic requirements ?

Answert

The aviation industry is probably uppermost in your
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minds . As you know, few countries the size of Canada produce
any planes at all . The ordinary internal market is too small
for eeonomic civilian production and exchange diffieulties ,- .euttail exports

. But in Canada we have great potential prpdue--
tive capacity and the indus_trx should be kept aliveo We have eo
far been following the pôlicy-of assisting to keep together ;someessential staffs at a number of plants ., . ,.. ._ , _ . . .: ., . . . . . . : , _, . . . ~ .•~. .. „ . : . ,,

:~ . : ~ . i • . wi. , ' - . . -. . . . ' _
- • . . - . . . . . ' ., . . . , ... . .

.- _ _ . . :. ., -. 1

Canada 's major development project at present ia the :
production of a long-range two-seater jet engine plane by A .V.Roe Limited of Toronto . This pro ject has passed tests and the
prototypes are being made . We are putting.two yeara work .into ;one . If the plane ta a suocess it wilLaaeet needs not met byanY known plane . Our expectation wo uld be to ~o into production.
of this plane for ourselves and $ther countries . Canadair is =
making North Stars for exporto Last year orders for

:modifications
and repairs with the amount spent on development at A .Q,&oe r . . ;;Limited totalled $6 9 160 1 000 . We also took delivery of North •: :.c,- :Stara costing $18,000,000 and spent $7,3a0D00o on planes purchasedfrom the United Kingdom and United States o

I may say that during the last few weeks IV havei s igned .
contract demands for orders to be immediately placed for the -overhaul and modification of 209 planes at a cost of

$10,377,000,1►
e shall, of course be buying or building more planes with further

developments * ich I hope to.be ~ble to announce shortly . . _
.. ~

- , Ne shall also be putting fbrward proposals tg begina r.:programn
é of ship construction starting with the ice-breaker

ando lowed by escort vessels,of a xiew type,•„- . :- : . , ; -•-: . . ..
Fi
.irther development work may be' done in electroonica yand

various types of equipment, particularly related to the Far North .
However, we do not propose to duplicate ieverything being done in- .other countries .- We do propose to do what is necessary to hol dup our end in the pool of developed weapons and research by attempt-
ing the things we can do best . We are keeping up Polymer Corpora-tion Limited and the five plants of Canadian Arsenal Limited. "

Plirther activities in the field of development are . . . . .receiving active consideration ,

The schedulea of requirements will eontain some items
thich would take longer than a year to produce

. We shall expect
to receive advice from Industrial Defence Board on what shoul dbe done regarding these

. In different cases jigs and dies, pilot
orders or actual production should be commenced in advance of the
starting point .

14.' Nhat steps have been taken to plan construction?

Answers

The Armed services have schedules of additional construc-
tion that will be needed for personnel in training or for operations
in Canada . This year we have a programme of $30 million largely for
married quarters . This building is being planned where it will be
useful in the event of an emergencyo Everything we do today has three
phases of development in consideration -.. , . . . . • ,~ . .<.

To meet urgent irmnediate needs g
To meet an emergency should it, ariee. in the .,

near future ;
2'o :fit into part of the overall long-term plan .
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Wartiule construction at service camps' has for th
e moat part stood up longer than expected but we are already havin g

to engage on large scale operations to replace wartime construc-
tion which cannot profitably be maintained . For example,
virtually all the American .installationsa except runways,'made by
the United States at Qha°châll during the war will have been xe-r
plaeed by parly next year . It will be recalled that Canada paid
for all these installations at the end of the war at a purchase
price of about $77 million which all things considered waa a
price which was fair and in the interest of both countries ,

15. Are these activities keyed in to research A

(Z )

-.. . .. . ~ . . ~ .

Answer = t. . . -.
S . - ; a '3 : . . << ~1

(3 )

Nnv Arm g 1 t e .. ~ .{y, y and Air Force and the chairman of the Defence Researc hBoard ia a member of the Chief of Staffs Committee and has the .
` atatua of a Chief of Staff, just as the Chiefs of Staffs are . . .members of the Defence Research Board, There are also close
relationships with the research activities in the unirersities
and in industrya' Eere again we are not attempting to cover the
whole field but to specialize in activities in which we already,
have shown oui- ability to melce important contributions and which . .
relate ,particularly to the needs of our country

. Arctic researchis being stressed . Incidentally, this year varioua agencies of the
government of Canada are spending in the Arctic Regiona about $222
million, twenty-five times as much as was spent ten,years ego . . ,

Defence Research is not limited today by the amountlof
money but by the trained personnel available and here too we are
training personnel .

16 . Row can industry co-operate in industrial defence {_
orFani2ati nn t " . . . .a, . :)

lt _: 1J(' C' U

The fjollawing w4ys are suggested but more willoccur to yous _ _

(1)

(7)

Re have put research on the eame ?ootin w'th h "` r

-r , , ' .e^{

Through the Industrial Defence Board aasist in planning
how to meet requirements . ' .

In considering
dispersion .

_ . 3 'ic ; %s-_ • ,t'S'?

planning production take into account ... .
In blehe possi
necessity for expansion and assembly-line procedure to -
multiplar production. _ - _ ._ . _ _, `

~
4 Anticipate and report probable shortages of skills, -- -

machinery or materials .

Aesist in training men to meet greatly expanded needs .-

Yake available and where possible encourage the ~n'
reoruitment by the active and reserve forces of personn~l
suitable for service and facilitate arrangements to permit
reserve training .

aeep informed of changing defence developments and needs
and reciprocally keep the defence services informed of
changing industrial designs and practices Wiich ehould
result in modification ,

the location of a new industry, çonsidej- ;
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I have taken te time to give this outline of some of
our plans because you want to know what is being done, and there
is of course much more that I could tell .
auggestiona as to other courses are made . As oy urcantimaginetime
virtually every suggestion by the press or by various org,aniza-
tions has been considered by National Defence or some othe ragency of the government long before it we.& made.

If wre did everything for our defence that has been
suggested by well-intended people it is perfectly evident
that the civilian life of the country would stop, which would
neither help the defence of Canada nor the recovery of Britain
and Western Europe .

During the ]a st year and â half I have visited
practically every establishment and seen most of the men

. Youhav
.e met some of them from the three Services yesterday and

today
. I know that you will agree that they are serious and

capable people, keen on doing an essential job as xell as they
can . Their effectiveness rests on your support . This public
support depends above everything else on good morale

. lrhatever
lies ahead xi11 require clear thin4cipg and stout hearts

. Your
intelligent and determined assistance provides us not only with
material aid but equally important, with understanding support
and warm encouragement

. The defence of Canada is not just a
job for the armed forces but for all the people of Canada .


